Russia Between East and West - Dmitry Shlapentokh - 2007-01
Throughoutmost of Russian history, two views of the Russians have been defined in the minds of Russian intellectuals. Westerners assumed that Russia was part of the West, while Soviets saw Russia as part of a Slavic civilization. At present, it is Eurasia that has emerged as the paradigm that has made attempts to place Russia in a broadly civilizational and ideologically definitional justification for Russia’s existence as a multiethnic state. Russians assert that Russia is a civilization in its own right, a unique blend of Slavic and non-Slavic, mostly Turkic, People. While it is one of the important original Eurasian paradigms, this perspective has not, by and large, been the paradigm that Westerners have used to view Russia. A Eurasianist in a broad context, this book covers the origins of Eurasianism, dwells on Eurasianism’s major philosophical paradigms, and places Eurasianism in the context of the development of Polish and Turkish thought. The final part deals with the modern modification of Eurasianism. The book is of great relevance to those who are interested in Russian/European and Asian history areas.

Russia Between East and West - Gabriel Gorodetsky - 2004-08-02
Gabriel Gorodetsky unravels Putin’s efforts to re-establish Russia’s position as a major power, attempting to reconcile Russia’s traditional national interests with the newly emerging social and political entity taking shape at home.
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Russia Between East and West - Anne Applebaum - 2004-08-19
In the summer and fall of 1991, Anne Applebaum, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Gulag and Iron Curtain, took a three month road trip through the freshly independent borderlands of Eastern Europe. She deftly weaves the harrowing history of the region and captures the effects of political upheaval on a personal level. An extraordinary journey into the past and present of the lands east of Poland and west of Russia—an area defined throughout its history by colliding empires. Traveling from the former Soviet state of Lithuania to the Black Sea port of Odessa, Applebaum encounters a rich range of competing cultures, religions, and national aspirations. In reasserting their heritage, the inhabitants of the borderlands attempt to build a future grounded in their fractured ancestral legacies. In the process, neighbors unravel old conflicts, devote themselves to recovering lost culture, and piece together competing legacies to create a new tradition. Rich in surprising encounters and vivid characters, Between East and West brilliantly illuminates the soul of the borderlands and the shaping power of the past.

Russia between east and west: Russian foreign policy on the threshold of the twenty-first century - 2008-09-19
This book covers the origins of Eurasianism, dwells on Eurasianism’s major philosophical paradigms, and places Eurasianism in the context of the development of Polish and Turkish thought. The final part deals with the modern modification of Eurasianism. The book is of great relevance to those who are interested in Russian/European and Asian history areas.

Russia Between East and West - Anne Applebaum - 2007-01-29
In the summer of 1991, Anne Applebaum, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Gulag and Iron Curtain, took a three month road trip through the freshly independent borderlands of Eastern Europe. She deftly weaves the harrowing history of the region and captures the effects of political upheaval on a personal level. An extraordinary journey into the past and present of the lands east of Poland and west of Russia—an area defined throughout its history by colliding empires. Traveling from the former Soviet state of Lithuania to the Black Sea port of Odessa, Applebaum encounters a rich range of competing cultures, religions, and national aspirations. In reasserting their heritage, the inhabitants of the borderlands attempt to build a future grounded in their fractured ancestral legacies. In the process, neighbors unravel old conflicts, devote themselves to recovering lost culture, and piece together competing legacies to create a new tradition. Rich in surprising encounters and vivid characters, Between East and West brilliantly illuminates the soul of the borderlands and the shaping power of the past.

The Lands in Between - Mitchell A. Orenstein - 2019-04-02
Russia’s stealth invasion of Ukraine and its assault on the US elections in 2016 forced a reluctant West to grapple with the effects of hybrid war. While most citizens in the West and many in the West that was once a bastion of the Atlantic Alliance, still consider themselves to be citizens of the United States or European Union, the Russian Federation, citizens of the frontline states between Russia and the European Union have been dealing with these issues for years. The Lands in Between: Russia vs. the West and the New Cold War by expert analyst Mitchell Orenstein, demonstrates that “lands in between” hold powerful lessons for Western countries. For Western politics is becoming increasingly similar to the lands in between, where hybrid warfare has polarized parties and voters into two camps: those who support a Western vision of liberal democracy and those who support a Russian vision of nationalist authoritarianism. Paradoxically, while politics increasingly boils down to a zero sum “civilizational choice” between Russia and the West, those who rise to the pinnacle of the political system in the lands in between are often non-ideological power brokers who have found a way to profit from both sides, taking rewards from both Russia and the West. Increasingly, the political pathologies of these small, vulnerable, and backwards states in Europe are our problems too. In this deepening conflict, we are all lands in between.

Torn between East and West - Julian Chiv - 2016-08-05
This is a very timely account of the local, economic and political consequences for border states caught in the current tug-of-war between the West and Russia. The Ukraine crisis of 2014 focused policy-makers’ attention on a geographical area full of dangers that had gone relatively unnoticed since the breakup of the Soviet Union, namely the security dynamics of the border states of Eastern Europe and the Black Sea. Twenty-five years after the collapse of the Soviet Union, a strong Russia returns alternatively threatening and cajoling, but at risk itself of suffering economic injury from western reprimands over its nostalgie for the map drawn at Yalta. This book examines how Russia served as a conduit for people, ideas, and commodities flowing between east and west, north and south, and absorbed and adapted influences from both Europe and Asia and how it came to play an increasingly important role on a regional and, ultimately, global scale. --

Russia in World History - Barbara Alpern Engel - 2015-04-12
"This volume offers a lively introduction to Russia's dramatic history and the striking changes that characterize its story. Distinguished authors Barbara Alpern Engel and Janet Martin show how Russia's peoples met the constant challenges posed by geography, climate, availability of natural resources, and devastating foreign invasions, and rose to become the world's second largest land empire. The book describes the circumstances that led to the world's first communist society in 1917, and traces the global consequences of Russia's long confrontation with the United States, which took place virtually everywhere and for decades provided a model for societies seeking development independent of capitalism. This book also brings the story of Russia's audacious and costly climb to great power to a personal level, through the stories of individual women and men-leading figures who played pivotal roles as well as less prominent individuals from a range of social backgrounds whose lives illustrate Russia's history.

This groundbreaking book contains prescient warnings that must be heeded by leaders and diplomats on both sides of the East-West divide. This book covers the origins of Eurasianism, dwells on Eurasianism's major philosophical paradigms, and places Eurasianism in the context of the development of Polish and Turkish thought. The final part deals with the modern modification of Eurasianism. The book is of great relevance to those who are interested in Russian/European and Asian history areas.
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The unification of Russia around Moscow was not inevitable—other principalities also claimed this role. This book posits that relations between Moscow and Ulas Jechi (G Medina) were complex and interdependent, and the process of the formation of the Moscow state took place under the influence of internal and external factors.
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The unification of Russia around Moscow was not inevitable—other principalities also claimed this role. This book posits that relations between Moscow and Ulas Jechi (G Medina) were complex and interdependent, and the process of the formation of the Moscow state took place under the influence of internal and external factors.

Between East and West - Marcel Shafikdinhov - 2021
The book defines Eurasianism, a political idea with a long tradition, for a new century. Historically, Eurasia was depicted as a “third continent” with a geographical and historical space distinctively different from both Europe and Asia. Today, the concept is mobilized by the Russian foreign policy elite to imagine a close relationship between the East and West to advance mutual security. Can Russia Change? is unique in its comparative approach and historical perspective, and this reissue will prove invaluable to all scholars of Russian and international political economy, and Russian studies.

A dazzling work of intellectual history by a world-renowned scholar, spanning the years from Peter the Great to the fall of the Soviet Union, this book gives us a clear and sweeping view of Russian history as an eternal barbarian menace but as an outlaw, if, laggard, member in the continent of European nations.

Ukraine’s Military Alliance Between East and West - Marytbeth Peterson-Urbich - 2007

America’s new allies in Central and Eastern Europe have been struggling with defense reform since the end of the Cold War. Only recently since the Orange Revolution has Ukraine’s national political and military leadership seriously engaged the process of radical and comprehensive defense reform. This monograph applies the various roadmaps for reform developed in the postcommunist states of Central European states to the emerging Ukrainian case. The author draws upon this mixed picture to suggest a framework for a comprehensive approach to the Ukrainian experience which could serve as a model for the Eastern Partnership countries.

Can Russia Change? - Walter Clemens - 2011-11-28

First published in 1990, this groundbreaking book sought to determine whether contemporary Russia had the capacity to change and if, in so doing, it could alter the complex web of East-West relations from a zero-sum struggle to a state of peaceful competition and mutual security. In order to answer this question, the author compiles and develops theoretical arguments about the possibilities for change and introduces a new approach to understanding the power of Western economic and historical perspective, and this reissue will prove invaluable to all those interested in the history of Soviet security and foreign policy, as well as US-Soviet relations.

Can Russia Change? - Walter Clemens - 2011-12-08

First published in 1990, this groundbreaking book sought to determine whether contemporary Russia had the capacity to change and if, in so doing, it could alter the complex web of East-West relations from a zero-sum struggle to a state of peaceful competition and mutual security. In order to answer this question, the author compiles and develops theoretical arguments about the possibilities for change and introduces a new approach to understanding the power of Western economic and historical perspective, and this reissue will prove invaluable to all those interested in the history of Soviet security and foreign policy, as well as US-Soviet relations.

Can Russia Change? (Routledge Revivals) - Walter Clemens - 2012-12-06

First published in 1990, this groundbreaking book sought to determine whether contemporary Russia had the capacity to change and if, in so doing, it could alter the complex web of East-West relations from a zero-sum struggle to a state of peaceful competition and mutual security. In order to answer this question, the author compiles and develops theoretical arguments about the possibilities for change and introduces a new approach to understanding the power of Western economic and historical perspective, and this reissue will prove invaluable to all those interested in the history of Soviet security and foreign policy, as well as US-Soviet relations.

Can Russia Change? (Routledge Revivals) - Walter Clemens - 2012-12-06

First published in 1990, this groundbreaking book sought to determine whether contemporary Russia had the capacity to change and if, in so doing, it could alter the complex web of East-West relations from a zero-sum struggle to a state of peaceful competition and mutual security. In order to answer this question, the author compiles and develops theoretical arguments about the possibilities for change and introduces a new approach to understanding the power of Western economic and historical perspective, and this reissue will prove invaluable to all those interested in the history of Soviet security and foreign policy, as well as US-Soviet relations.

The Return of Eurasia - Glenn Dassen - 2021-07-23

This book defines Eurasia, a geopolitical idea with a long tradition, for a new century. Historically, Eurasia was depicted as a “third continent” with a geographical and historical perspective, and this reissue will prove invaluable to all those interested in the history of Soviet security and foreign policy, as well as US-Soviet relations.
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Russia stepped into a vacuum created by the West's distinction with its own domestic problems and US ambivalence about whether it still wants to act as a superpower? Putin's World examines the country's turbulent past, how it has influenced Putin, the Russians' understanding of their position on the global stage and their desire to determine their role in the world. This book explores the role of Russia in Western eyes, the reality of Russia's role in the world, and the view from Russia's key relationships—from its dipolar swing with the United States, Europe, and NATO; its ties to China, Japan, the Middle East, and with its neighbors, particularly the fraught relationship with Ukraine. Putin's World will help Americans understand how and why the post-Cold War era has given way to a new, more complex relationship with Russia, and the likely long-term ramifications of the crisis, arguing that the deep-rooted lack of trust makes the possibility of compromise even harder than in the original Cold War.

This book examines the crisis in Ukraine, tracing its development and analysing the factors which lie behind it. It discusses above all how the two sides have engaged in political posturing, accusations, escalating sanctions and further escalating threats, arguing that the ease with which both sides have reverted to a Cold War mentality demonstrates that the Cold War belief systems never really disappeared, and that the hopes raised in the aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet Union for a new era in East-West relations were misplaced. The book pays special attention to the often ignored origins of the crisis within Ukraine itself, and the permanent damage caused by the fact that Ukrainians are killing Ukrainians in the eastern parts of the country. It also assesses why Cold War belief systems have re-emerged so easily, and concludes by considering the likely long-term ramifications of the crisis, arguing that the deep-rooted lack of trust makes the possibility of compromise even harder than in the original Cold War.

The Return of Russia - Gary Lachman - 2020-05-12
A history of how mystical and spiritual influences have shaped Russia's identity and politics and what it means for the future of world civilization. Examines Russia's unique spiritual and mystical past to secret societies, Russian mysticism, the Russia's unique spiritual and mystical past to secret societies, Russian mysticism, the Russian 'cultural values' as a key to understanding Russia's role in the world. Through in-depth exploration of the philosophies that inspired Putin's political regime and a look at Russia's unique cultural identity, Lachman ponders what they will mean for the future of Russia and the world. What drives the Russian soul to pursue the apocalypse? Will these philosophies lead Russia to dominate the world, or will they lead it into a new cultural epoch centered on spiritual power and mystical wisdom?
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The Bridge - Thanе Gustafson - 2020-05-07
Europe and Russia are pulling apart at the seams, each other in a contest of economic doctrines and political ambitions, seemingly erasing the cooperation that emerged from the end of the Cold War. Thanе Gustafson argues that nature gases serve as a bridge over troubled geopolitical waters, uniting the region through common economic interests.
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Ukraine on Its Meandering Path Between East and West - Andrei N. Lushnycky - 2009
The last five years have proven to be quite tumultuous for Ukraine. The Orange Revolution, as witnessed around the world, sought to overthrow the ancien régime and replace it with younger, more democratic leaders. At the same time it was declared that Ukraine was truly a European nation that duly embodied the democratic values of the West. However, disappointment soon replaced the euphoria of the victory. This volume attempts to show the elements of change and conflict that have arisen since the Orange Revolution and to explain some of Ukraine's challenges today on its meandering path between East and West.
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